
Goal Zero Shifts (EOD Oct. 14) 58 Money Raised for Charity You Can Ride 2 $29,000.00OVERALL EVENT PROGRESS 75%

TURNAROUND STATS LAST 24 OVERALL

First Aid 1 6

Recordable 0 1

Life-Saving Rule Violation 0 1

Near Miss 0 0

Motor Vehicle Incident 1 3

Dropped Object 0 2

HPI- Hi potential Incidents 
(failed Lucky)

0 1

HPE- High Potential Event 
(failed Safe)

0 0

SIF- Serious Injury or Fatality 0 0

Env (Other/Spill) 0 4

LOPC (<100kg) 0 0

LOPC (>100kg) 0 0

Environmental Non-Comp. 0 0

TEAM – More than a Name, A Way of Working!
“Both night and day shifts are always  
performing at a high level with their jobs at 
hand from PPE, line of fire, mechanics and even 
while swinging blinds on the reactors. TEAM 
always maintain a great team environment and 
communicate very well even in SCBA.”
#BeOneGreatTeamLikeTEAM

“Don't forget how important the "little things" are on our journey to Goal Zero. Things like correct PPE for the 
task, maintaining housekeeping, proper storage/retention of tools, and strong communication are all important 
pieces we need to maintain focus on.
And don't forget the great work you’ve been doing shift after shift! Thank You!!”

- Mel Fedorvich, TA Safety Specialist

The Fun and Hardworking Cat Changer Crews know 
that Attitude is the difference between an Adventure 
and an Ordeal!
“I would like nominate cat changers. They are a 
specialty contractor and work in very challenging 
conditions like inert entries, warm and dirty conditions 
which requires special training, and they perform their 
work flawlessly.
Their leadership team as well as their field workers are 
a pleasure to work with, and I think they definitely 
deserve to hold the goal zero cup high!”



NO HARM (Site)

FAC 11-Oct-23 Foreign body in 
worker's eye while 
emptying bag of 
material.

FAC 11-Oct-23 Worker received 
foreign body in eye.

Don’t be Blind to the Hazards of 

Deblinding.

Slogan Submitted by : 

Tim Wegner

WEEKLY SAFETY TOPIC - LINE OF FIRE

Line of Fire risks come in many forms, and all can have serious, negative consequences. Whatever the task, here 
are some questions to ask to mitigate LOF risks. (please use these questions and the commitment to open your 
discussion)

For the Team:
• How can you and your team stay safe?
• Are there hardware/process/human barriers in place?
• Have the LOF hazards been discussed during safety or

toolbox meetings?

For Yourself:
• How do I stay out of the LOF?
• What can go wrong?
• Where is the energy?

Commitment:
◼ I position myself to avoid:

◼ moving objects
◼ vehicles
◼ pressure releases
◼ dropped objects

◼ I establish and obey barriers and 
exclusion zones

◼ I take action to secure loose objects 
and report potential dropped 
objects

LINE OF FIRE: The Zone within a Work Area where there is Risk of 
Serious Injury from Moving Objects, Vehicles, Pressure Releases and 
Dropped Objects

Moving Vehicles/Heavy 
Equipment

Pressurized Equipment

Lifting/Hoisting Machinery & Tools

Working at Height/Dropped 
Objects

Electrical Equipment

Tensioned Lines/Spring Loaded 
Devices

Projectiles

Objects with Roll or Fall Potential Pushing Pulling
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